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ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATED TO THE CERTIFICATION OF A FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
FOR THE PROPOSED CENTRAL SOMA PLAN.

MOVED, that the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission") hereby CERTIFIES the

final Environmental Impact Report identified as Case No. 2011.1356E, the "Central SoMa Plan"

(hereinafter "Project"), based upon the following findings:

1. The City and County of San Francisco, acting through the Planning Department (hereinafter

"Department") fulfilled all procedural requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act

(Cal. Pub. Res. Code section 21000 et seq., hereinafter "CEQA"), the State CEQA Guidelines (Cal.

Admin. Code Title 14, section 15000 et seq., (hereinafter "CEQA Guidelines') and Chapter 31 of the

San Francisco Administrative Code (hereinafter "Chapter 31").

A. 'The Department determined that an Environmental Impact Report (hereinafter "EIR") was

required and provided public notice of that determination by publication in a newspaper of

general circulation on Apri124, 2013.

B. The Department held a public scoping meeting on May 15, 2013 in order to solicit public comment

on the scope of the Project's environmental review.

C. On December 14, 2016, the Department published the Draft Environmental Impact Report

(hereinafter "DEIR") and provided public notice in a newspaper of general circulation of the

availability of the DEIR for public review and comment and of the date and time of the Planning

Commission public hearing on the DEIR; this notice was mailed to the Department's list of

persons requesting such notice.

D. On December 14, 2016, copies of the DEIR were mailed or otherwise delivered to a list of persons

requesting it, to those noted on the distribution list in the DEIR, and to government agencies, the

latter both directly and through the State Clearinghouse.
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E. Notice of Completion was filed with the State Secretary of Resources via the State Clearinghouse

on December 14, 2016.

2. The Commission held a duly advertised public hearing on said DEIR on January 26, 2017 at which

opportunity for public comment was given, and public comment was received on the DEIR. The

period for acceptance of written comments ended on February 13, 2017.

3. The Department prepared responses to comments on environmental issues received at the public

hearing and in writing during the 60-day public review period, prepared revisions to the text of the

DEIR in responses to comments received or based on additional information that became available

during the public review period, and corrected errors in the DEIR. This material was presented in the

Responses to Comments document, published on March 28, 2018, distributed to the Commission and

all parties who commented on the DEIR, and made available to others upon request at the

Department.

4. A Final Environmental Impact Report (hereinafter "FEIR") has been prepared by the Department,

consisting of the DEIR, any consultations and comments received during the review process, any

additional information that became available, and the Responses to Comments document all as

required by law.

5. Project EIR files have been made available for review by the Commission and the public. These files

are available for public review at the Department at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, and are part of the

record before the Commission.

6. On May 10, 2018, the Commission reviewed and considered the information contained in the FEIR

and hereby does find that the contents of said report and the procedures through which the FEIR was

prepared, publicized, and reviewed comply with the provisions of CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, and

Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

7. T'he project sponsor has indicated that the presently preferred alternative is the Central SoMa Plan.

8. The Planning Commission hereby does find that the FEIR concerning File No. 2011.1356E: Central

SoMa Plan reflects the independent judgement and analysis of the City and County. of San Francisco,

is adequate, accurate and objective, and that the Responses to Comments document and the errata

dated A}~ril 5. 2018 and Mav 9. 2018 contains no significant revisions to the DEIR that would require

recirculation of the document pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15088.5, and hereby does

CERTIFY THE COMPLETION of said FEIR in compliance with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines and

Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

9. The Commission, in certifying the completion of said FEIR, hereby does find that the project

described in the Environmental Impact Report:

A. Will result in the following significant and unavoidable project-specific environmental impacts,

which cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance:
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a. Central SoMa Plan development, including proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would conflict with an applicable land use plan, policy, or

regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project adopted for the purpose of

avoiding or mitigating and environmental effect. Specifically, the Plan could result in

traffic noise along Howard Street (under the two-way option for Howard and Folsom

streets) that exceeds the noise standards in the General Plan's Environmental Protection

Element.

b. Central SoMa Plan development would result in the demolition or substantial alteration

of individually identified historic architectural resources and/or contributors to a historic

district or conservation district, including as-yet unidentified resources, a substantial

adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines

section 15064.5.

c. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would result in a substantial increase in transmit demand that

would not be accommodated by local transit capacity, and would cause a substantial

increase in delays resulting in adverse impacts on local and regional transit routes.

d. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would result in crosswalk overcrowding at the following

intersections:

i. Third/Mission

ii. Fourth/Mission

iii. Fourth/Townsend

e. Central SoMa Plan development would result in an increased demand for on-street

commercial and passenger loading and a reduction in on-street loading supply such that

the loading demand during the peak hour of loading activities would not be

accommodated within on-street loading supply, would impact existing passenger

loading/unloading zones, and may create hazardous conditions or significant delay that

may affect transit, other vehicles, bicycles, or pedestrians.

f. Construction activities associated with Central SoMa Plan development, including the

proposed open space improvements and street network changes, would result in

substantial interference with pedestrian, bicycle, or vehicle circulation and accessibility to

adjoining areas, and would result in potentially hazardous conditions.

g. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed street network changes, would

generate noise that would result in exposure of persons to noise levels in excess of

standards in the San Francisco General Plan or Noise Ordinance (Article 29 of the Police

Code), and would result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise above

existing levels.
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h. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed street network changes and

open space improvements, would result in construction activities in the Plan Area that

could expose persons to substantial temporary or periodic increase in noise levels

substantially in excess of ambient levels.

i. The operation of subsequent individual development projects in the Central SoMa Plan

Area and the proposed street network changes (but not the proposed open space

improvements) would violate an air quality standard, contribute to an existing or

projected air quality violation, and/or result in a cumulatively considerable net increase

of criteria pollutants for which the project region is in nonattainment under an applicable

federal or state ambient air quality standard.

j. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed street network changes, would

result in operational emissions of fine particulate matter (PMZ.$) and toxic air

contaminants that would result in exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant

concentrations.

k. Subsequent future development under the Plan could alter wind in a manner that

substantially affects public areas.

B. Will contribute considerably to the following cumulative environmental impacts, which cannot be

mitigated to a level of insignificance:

a. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would contribute considerably to significant cumulative land use

impact. Specifically, one-way and two-way options for Folsom and Howard Streets could

make a considerable contribution to cumulative traffic noise levels, which would exceed

the noise standards in the General Plan's Environmental Protection Element.

b. Central SoMa Plan development would contribute considerably to significant cumulative

historical-.resources impacts because the Plan could result in demolition and/or alteration

of historical resources.

c. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would contribute considerably to significant cumulative transit

impacts on local and regional transit providers.

d. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would contribute considerably to significant cumulative

pedestrian impacts.

e. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and

street network changes, would contribute considerably to significant cumulative loading

impacts.
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f. Central SoMa development, including the proposed street network changes and open

space improvements, would result in cumulative noise impacts.

g. Central SoMa development, including the proposed street network changes, but not open

space improvements, would contribute considerably to criteria air pollutant impacts

under cumulative 2040 conditions.

h. Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed street network changes but not

open space improvements, would result in exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial

levels of fine particulate matter (PMz.$) and toxic air contaminants under 2040 cumulative

conditions.

I hereby certify that the foregoing Motion was ADOPTED by the Planning Commission at its regular

meeting of May 10, 2018.

Jonas P.Io 'n

Commission Secretary

AYES: Moore, Koppel, Johnson, Richards, Hillis, Melgar, and Fong

NOES: None

ABSENT: None

ADOPTED: May 10, 2018
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